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Abstract--One of the most general chemical phenomena, isomerism, can be fruitfully described by 
various theoretical approaches. Moreover, in some situations theoretical techniques are preferable or 
even the only source of information. All methodological pproaches of theoretical chemistry (i.e., 
quantum-chemical within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, rigorous quantum-mechanical, molec- 
ular-mechanical, lgebraical or statistical-mechanical) nbe productively combined with symmetry 
considerations. This article concentrates onsymmetry properties of stationary points of potential energy 
hypersurfaces (for both rigid and nonrigid species), and especially symmetry rules for transition states 
including their symmetry numbers, and also discusses the role of symmetry in isomer enumerations, 
topological reduction of hypersurfaces and the graph-like state of molecules, as well as the thermody- 
namical and kinetical interplay of isomers of different symmetries. It is concluded that the symmetry 
approach to the problems of isomeric chemistry continues to be a productive complement of purely 
computational means, enabling direct insight into the logical structure behind chemical problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of isomerism, introduced into chemistry under this name by Berzelius[l], is 
continually being tested and broadened. Recently, it has been accepted that a definition of 
isomerism cannot[2,3] be given in the absence of defined experimental criteria of the conditions 
and methods of observation. Isomers are thus considered[4-6] asindividual chemical species 
with identical molecular formulae that display at least some differing physicochemical properties, 
and that are stable for long periods of time in comparison with those during which measurements 
of their properties are made. New types of isomerism are being recognized (e.g. [7-13]) and 
even very simple compounds (e.g. [14-18], CIO2, N204, H2SO 4 or the smallest amino acid, 
glycine[19]) can be observed (or expected) to exhibit isomerism. This procedure is assisted 
considerably by the theoretical pproaches that at present enable the discovery of new isomers 
(e.g. the closed form of ozone[20,21]) or the prediction of hitherto unforeseen reactions within 
an isomeric system (e.g. [22,23]). A number of chemically bizarre isomers of small organic 
molecules has recently been characterized in the study of interstellar species (for a review, 
see [24]). 
Algebraic methods represented the first theoretical pproach to yield useful results in the 
study of isomerism. As the use of these techniques does not necessarily require the application 
of quantum theory, it is not surprising that, according to Ref. [25], the first serious works date 
from as early as 1874, when three papers were published on the problem of isomer enumeration 
by Cayley[26], K6rner[27] and van't Hoff[28]. It should, however, be noted for the sake of 
completeness that the very first application of algebraic methods in a chemical context involved 
the introduction of graphs for the presentation of molecules. This key step in the history of 
chemistry was taken[29] in the middle of the last century and is connected with works published 
by Couper, Crum Brown, Franklad, Kekul6, etc. Nonetheless, Dalton should probably be 
considered as the first chemical theoretician[30], as the concept of molecular structure began 
to develop in his atomic hypothesis formulated in 1807. 
In addition to enumeration, algebraic techniques ( et theory[31,32], group theory133-351, 
graph theory[36,37], and information theory[37,38]) are frequently used for classification and 
characterization purposes. In spite of their abstract character, these algebraic methods permit 
tDedicated to the 50th anniversary of the publishing of P61ya's Hauptsatz[234]. 
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the rationalization rsystemization f the relationships between isomers (see, for example, [39- 
51]). Graph theory represents a basis for the analysis of structure-activity relationships[52,53] 
in terms of topological indices (see [54-58]), carded out in the framework of the additivity 
principle (cf. [59,60]). Moreover, as already mentioned, algebraic procedures can lead to 
predictions of new reactions--automerizations proceeding through six-membered transition states 
(studied by Balaban[23]) are a classic example. Although, in contrast o quantum-chemical 
techniques, the algebraic approach does not lead to a description of the energetics, nonetheless 
it permits direct insight into the intristic logical structure behind chemical problems and, in 
addition, its use is not limited by the size of the system studied (or at least not as strictly as 
with quantum-chemical methods). The algebraic generalization f the notion of isomerism was 
formulated for the computer-assisted design of syntheses[32,61-67]. Later on, the theoretical 
techniques were enriched by the addition of quantum- and statistical-mechanical, quantum- 
chemical and molecular mechanics methods. In the two latter cases, the individual isomers and 
the relations between them are treated as minima and their interrelations on the corresponding 
potential-energy h persurface(s)[68-81]. 
In all these approaches to isomeric chemistry symmetry considerations have played im- 
portant and fruitful role. This article will be concerned with the classical as well as recent 
theoretical results in the study of symmetry properties of isomeric species and particularly with 
those lying on the frontiers of algebraic, quantum and computational chemistry. 
2. THE CONCEPT OF POTENTIAL-ENERGY HYPERSURFACE 
The concept of a potential-energy hypersurface is a consequence of the separation[82-85] 
of the nuclear and electronic motions as proposed by Born and Oppenheimer[82] in 1927. 
Adiabatic approximation u derlies many of our chemical concepts; for example, the notion of 
molecular structure and energy barriers. The phenomenon of isomerism can be interpreted 
straightforwardly in these classical terms as the occurrence of more than one local minimum 
within one hypersurface or within the hypersurfaces of potential energy corresponding to various 
electronic states. The feasibility of transitions among single minima is determined by the barrier 
heights eparating the adjacent minima and by temperature (at lower temperatures also by the 
possibility of quantum-mechanical tunnelling), and possibly also by transition probabilities 
between energy hypersurfaces. The same factors determine in principle the possibility of dis- 
tinguishing between two configurations, ome qualitative criteria being outlined for this pur- 
pose[86,87]. Ideally, isomeric structures (especially in the case of stereochemically nonrigid 
systems[88-94]) should be treated by means of the whole potential-energy h persurface(s) 
comprising all possible configurations[68,69,95]. Thislevel is, however, nowadays unattainable; 
nevertheless the question of the experimental distinguishing of structures corresponding to the 
individual local minima is a cardinal question of the concept of isomerism itself[2,3]. 
In the oldest nonrigid or fluxional molecules described (ammonia with respect o inver- 
sion[96], cyclopentane with respect o pseudorotation[97], trigonal bipyramids with respect o 
pseudorotation[98], rearrangements of bullvalene[88]--see Fig. 1), relatively fast transitions 
occurred between identical structures. A classical example is bullvalene (tricyclo 3.3.2.046) 
deca-2.7.9-triene) exhibiting fast transitions of the position of the cyclopropane ring and double 
bonds, as depicted in Fig. 1. Theoretical considerations have proved[88,99] that there are a 
total of 1,209,600 ways in which this transition can occur. Averaging of the positions of the 
hydrogen atoms can be made possible by these transitions. 
The adiabatic approach is an approximation only and therefore the same holds for the 
conventional quantum-chemical picture of isomerism. The classical concept of molecular struc- 
ture is not consistent with requirements of quantum theory and therefore it has recently been 
criticized[100-106]. A rigorous quantum-mechanical nterpretation of isomerism, i.e. a de- 
scription in terms of the eigenfunctions of the total molecular Hamiltonian (which is the same 
for all species having a given summary formula) has not yet been completed. The identification 
of certain eigenfunctions of the molecular Hamiltonian with particular chemical species is an 
approximation[ 107]. In other words, the uniqueness ofmolecular species, which consists of the 
same kind and number of nuclei along with the same number of electrons, is only an approx- 
imation (which is good in most cases). Wilson[ 108] pointed out that chemists prepared substances 
by methods which select particular structures rather than exact energy states. Thus, the resulting 
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Fig. 1. An example of a fluxional molecule (bullvalene); 4 of 1,209,61)0 equivalent structures are depicted 
together with interconversions (according toRef. [88]). 
states need not be eigenfunctions of energy, i.e. stationary states. In fact, the uniqueness of 
isomers is well founded in terms of the nonstationary states provided the change with time is 
sufficiently slow. 
It is well known that the present state of numerical quantum chemistry does not permit 
the carrying out of a routine valuation of potential-energy hypersurfaces for systems of chemical 
interest. Low-number atomic systems consisting of nuclei at the very beginning of the periodic 
system represent an exception]73,80,109-111]. However, instead of the construction of the 
whole hypersurfaces quantum chemistry is able to localize and characterize the hypersurface 
stationary points, i.e. points having zero first derivatives of energy with respect to the nuclear 
coordinates. Thus, also in the field of isomeric chemistry, description of an isomeric system 
in terms of local energy minima and saddle points represents he present state-of-the-art limit 
in theoretical studies, in both quantum chemistry]74-76] and molecular mechanics[112-114] 
(see Fig. 2 for an illustrative xample[115]). Identification of the stationary points is possible 
by an analysis of the eigenvalues of the force constant matrix F at these points]70-81]. Three 
kinds can be distinguished, namely local minimum, transition state or activated complex, and 
the higher types of stationary point; their F matrixes have zero, one, and two or more negative 
eigenvalues, respectively. There are three[l 16,117] significant levels of stationary-point location 
and identification: (i) double numerical differentiation, (ii) analytical differentiation followed 
by numerical differentiation, and (iii) double analytical differentiation. The pioneer works of 
Pulay[118-120] and of Mclver and Komornicki[121] showed the way of mastering technique 
(ii). At present the effective treatment (ii) is used[ 122] within various quantum-chemical methods 
including the ab initio correlated wavefunctions] 123-130]. Moreover, technique (iii) has recently 
been mastered]127] for ab initio SCF wavefunctions, which is promising]124-126] for the 
multiconfiguration SCF level to be completely settled soon. The F matrix serving the identi- 
fication of stationary points can also be used for the carrying out of normal coordinate analy- 
sis]131,132]. This treatment enables us to describe the motion of nuclei around the stationary 
point. We can thus summarize that now in practically all areas of computational chemistry the 
methodology has reached the level to enable the study of chemical reactivity phenomena in
terms of energy hypersurface ritical points and their characteristics. However, the harmonic 
description represents he upper limit; the calculations of higher derivatives of energy are still 
quite scarce]120]. That is why it is necessary so far to describe the motion of nuclei n terms 
of the rigid rotator and harmonic oscillator (RRHO). Let us note that within this simple approach 
the motions of individual stationary points are independent. 
3. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF STATIONARY POINTS 
Symmetry has long played an essential role in the study of molecular or electronic 
structures[ 133]. Typical uses of symmetry inmolecular physics often leads to a Boolean structure 
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Fig. 2. Low-energy minima of i,3-dioxacene (according toRef. [115]). 
of answers ("yes/no"). Although symmetry considerations cannot replace quantum-mechanical 
calculations, there are broad regions where they can point out calculations useful for the given 
problem[134,135]. Two distinct levels of utilization of the symmetry of chemical species can 
be distinguished (in the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation). The first involves 
the symmetry of the electronic wave function (see, for example, [136,141]) of the relevant 
state, while the second is connected with the symmetry of the nuclear wave function, i.e. with 
the symmetry of the normal vibrational modes. A classic example of the utilization of symmetry 
rules for the correlation of electronic states is contained inthe results of Wigner and Witmer[ 141 ], 
which determine the molecular states of diatomic molecules from separate atomic states. The 
best known results in the field of symmetry control of chemical reactions are certainly the 
Woodward-Hoffmann rnles[142,143], while further important results have been developed by 
other workers (see, e.g. [144-151]). The Woodward-Hoffmann rules are concerned with con- 
certed processes and postulate the conservation of electronic orbital symmetry. They do not 
introduce any other limits to the size or shape of the reaction system except for the requirement 
of the existence of at least one symmetry element which is common to both the reactants and 
products. The orbital correlation diagram is then constructed considering this symmetry. If the 
occupied orbitals of the reactants are correlated only with the occupied orbitals of the products, 
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the reaction is considered to be allowed. When, however, any of the occupied orbitals of the 
reactants i correlated with an unoccupied orbital of the products (and vice versa), the reaction 
is considered to be forbidden. Among other things, the number of isomerization reactions has 
been treated[142,143,152] in terms of the Woodward-Hoffmann rules. 
3.1 Symmetry properties of rigid and nonrigid molecules 
The simplest approach to molecular species conceived of them as rigid or quasirigid 
aggregates. It is assumed that atomic nuclei vibrate rapidly with small amplitude around a fixed 
equilibrium position. The symmetry properties are conventionally described using a point group 
reflecting the geometrical symmetry of the equilibrium nuclear configuration. It was, however, 
soon realized that the point group of symmetry is not the only symmetry present in a molecule 
and that he point group is not completely utilizable for the study of rotating molecules[ 154,155]. 
Alternatively, a transition can be made from the symmetry elements to the permutations of
identical nuclei, as the complete molecular Hamiltonian is invariant under all such permutations 
(in contrast o the point group of symmetry). The partial results of Wilson[154,155] and 
Hougen[156,157] were completed by Longuet-Higgins[158], who entirely demonstrated x- 
plicitly that the permutation-inversion group is connected with the fundamental symmetries of
the complete molecular Hamiltonian (molecular symmetry group) and introduced the key concept 
of a feasible operation as a transformation which can be achieved without passing over an 
insuperable barrier, i.e. within the time scale of the experimental observation. This classical 
analysis of Longuet-Higgins[158] provided a basis for the subsequent broad development of
the study of nonrigid molecules[ 159,163]. The molecular symmetry group was introduced[158] 
as the set of all feasible permutations P (under the given conditions) of the space and spin 
coordinates of the identical atomic nuclei n the molecule (including the identity E) and all the 
feasible permutation i versions P* = PE* (where E* is the operation of inversion through the 
molecular centre of mass of the space coordinates of all the particles). The particular group of 
molecular symmetry of a given nonrigid molecule is a subgroup of the complete permutation- 
inversion group. Berry[164] interpreted (cf. [162]) the introduction ofthe permutation-inversion 
group as a process of induction from the point group to an empirically determined supergroup 
generated from the point group by a finite set of feasible generators. 
Study of the symmetry properties of individual nonrigid molecules oon revealed that the 
corresponding permutation-inversion groups are quite large (typically[162] 10-103 elements-- 
cf. Fig. 3) and also are not very common (isomorphous with the usual groups). This led to 
attempts to formulate groups of nonrigid molecules as semidirect products. An example is the 
technique of isodynamic operations introduced by Altmann[ 166] or the isometric group approach 
developed by Giinthard et al.[167-169]. It should be noted that the relationship between per- 
mutation-inversion a d the point groups is not strictly hierarchial, but rather complemen- 
tary[161]. The point group of each nonlinear molecule is isomorphous with the subgroup of 
the complete permutation-inversion group formed by the completely feasible elements[159- 
163]. Provided that the discussion is limited to classification of the vibronic (rather than the 
rovibronic) wave functions, both types of groups lead to the same classification results. This 
permits, for example, the work with point groups of symmetry in discussion of the properties 
of the energy hypersurface r lated to the normal vibrational modes. 
Another approach toward a more complete specification of molecular symmetry than that 
attained so far using point groups of symmetry alone involves the concept of a framework group 
proposed by Pople[170], which is especially useful for computer handling with structure- 
symmetry relations. It has been demonstrated[171] that the framework group for nonrigid 
molecules can readily be extended to the molecular symmetry group. The formalism of the 
framework group was simplified[ 172] in terms of the site symmetry groups[173-175]. 
Introduction of the concept of feasible permutations is closely connected tothe understand- 
ing of the isomerism of nonrigid molecules. The existence of a larger number of geometrically 
nonequivalent minima on the hypersurface r presents a more complicated situation[176] than 
that originally conceived by Longuet-Higgins[158]. Of all types of symmetry operations[158] 
of the complete Hamiltonian, only two (simultaneous inversion of the positions of all the particles 
in the centre of mass and permutation of the positions and spins of any set of identical nuclei) 
can undergo changes during transitions between isomers. This leads to the concept of the internal 
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Fig. 3. Effect of each permutation-inversion group operation on the water dimer molecule (according to Ref. 
[165]). 
symmetry structure[177,178] of the complete Hamiltonian, that is entirely described by the 
group of all nuclear permutations and of the spatial inversion. However, the isomers are not 
associated with the irreducible representation f this group, as a particular isomer is not described 
by the complete Hamiltonian but by a local Hamiltonian partially localized in the corresponding 
domain of the configurational space. In every such domain, the complete Hamiltonian is ap- 
proximated by the localized Hamiltonian invariant for permutations that are feasible without 
leaving that domain. Thus, operations with respect o which the complete Hamiltonian is 
invariant are split into operations leaving a localized Hamiltonian invariant and operations 
mutually transforming the localized Hamiltonians. Beginning from the complete permutation- 
inversion group (i.e. from completely flexible molecule), the symmetry can be reduced by 
gradually forbidding some of the permutations of identical nuclei and/or the space inversion. 
Each step in this process yields a set of nonrigid isomers. Gradual carrying out of this forbidding 
process yields a set of groups embedded in one another that, at some step in this process, 
become isomorphous with the usual groups describing the symmetry of rigid species. It is 
apparent that every nonrigid isomer is characterized by its own Longuet-Higgins group of 
feasible permutations (i.e. allowed in our restriction scheme). 
The symmetry properties of isomers, or of degenerate r arrangements, were studied in a 
number of works (see, e.g. [47,62,168,178-183]). Gilles and Philippot[ 178] studied the structure 
of the Longuet-Higgins group, proposed a method for mapping all types of nonrigidity in the 
given system and utilized the introduction of the technique of generators for the classification 
of isomerization processes. Utilization of the groups of nonrigid molecules permitted irect 
rationalizations, for example, of knowledge concerning thermal nitroxide formation[179] or 
conditions during the rearrangements of C2H~ and CsH~ ions[181]. 
A situation described by the Jahn-Teller theorem[184], stating that the electronic wave 
function in an energy minimum cannot exhibit spatial degeneracy (except for linear molecular 
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configurations), can be considered to be a special case of symmetry-conditioned onrigidity. 
Here the potential energy hypersurface must exhibit a nonzero gradient for a degenerate electronic 
state, resulting in distortion of the configuration exhibiting this degeneracy (see, e.g. [73,185,186]). 
The Jahn-Teller distortion leading to stabilization of the species can lead to the production of 
an isomeric system[187-189] forwhich the name Jahn-Teller isomers has been proposed[ 187]. 
It should be noted, for the sake of completeness, that this isomerism can be considered to be 
a special case of orbital isomerism[190] based on alternative occupation of distinguishable 
orbitals by electrons. 
3.2 Transition states and symmetry 
A number of rigorous results have been obtained concerning the symmetry of transition 
states. This is a result of a certain exceptional position of transition states among other types 
of stationary points. In simple chemical reactions, the saddle points on the hypersurface an be 
connected directly with the reactants and products, e.g. by the steepest descent path; the matrix 
of the second derivatives of the energy with respect to the coordinates in saddle points exhibit 
only one negative igenvalue. It is thus intuitively clear that the symmetry of the transition state 
should reflect hese factors in some way and should be related to the symmetry of the reactants 
and products (cf. [73,191,192]). 
The Murrell-Laidler theorem[193] can be considered as an extremely important result in 
this connection; this theorem states that the conventional vibrational FG matrix analysis of the 
transition state can lead to only one negative (imaginary, if the level of frequencies i  concerned) 
eigenvalue. To retain logical consistency, however, a transition state must be defined here in 
energy terms alone (the lowest energy barrier separating the reactants and products) and its 
differential properties should be obtained eductively. Alternatively, the Murrell-Laidler theo- 
rem can be formulated as stating that only one reaction path can lead through the transition 
state (provided that the possibility of its splitting in the region between the transition state and 
the reactants or products is not considered). Proof through contradiction is readily carried out: 
assume that the given transition state contains two normal vibrational coordinates Qr and Q~, 
both with negative igenvalues. Consider points [Qr ° - ~Qr, Q0 ___ 8Qs] lying in the region 
around transition state QO, ~ (all the other coordinates kept constant). The Taylor expansion 
(regardless of the choice of signs) yields 
U(OO + ~Or, QO +_ ~Qs) 
= U(QO, QO) + ~ \OQ2r]o bQ~ + ~ \OQ2]o ~Q2 < U(QO, QO). (1) 
Naturally, points [Qr ° _+ ~Qr, Q°I, [Q0, Q0 _ ~Q,] also lie energetically lower than the transition 
state. It is then apparent if the pathway through points [Q0 _ ~Qr, Q0]; [Q0, Q0]; [Q0 + ~Q,, 
QO] is replaced by pathway [QO _ ~Qr, Qs°]; [Q°r - ~Qr, QO _ . o _ (SQs], [Q, Q0 ~2,]; [Q0 + ~Q~, 
Q0 _ ~Q~]; [Q0 + 8Qr, Q0], avoiding the transition state, the latter pathway is the lower of 
the two. This contradicts he definition of a transition state and consequently only one reaction 
path can actually pass through the given transition state. An elementary application of the 
Murrell-Laidler theorem can be demonstrated onsolution of the symmetry[ 191 ] of the activated 
complex in the autoisomerization f ozone: 
O1 - 02 - O3. "O2 - O1 - O3. "O2 - 03 - O1. (2) 
The stable form of ozone is represented by an open C2,. structure with a valence angle[194] 
close to 2/3'rr. A structure with symmetry D3h can be suggested as the activated complex taking 
part in this interconversion. The symmetry structure of the vibrational modes of this species[ 191] 
is Fo~ = A'j + E' (see Fig. 4). However, the totally symmetric mode A'~ cannot be suggested 
as a possible reaction coordinate, as it represents dissociation into three oxygen atoms. From 
this point of view, both degenerate modes with symmetry E' are suitable, but they are not 
compatible with the Murrell-Laidler theorem as they would represent two orthogonal directions 
with negative igenvalues. Thus the structure with symmetry D3h is excluded as a possible 
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Fig, 4. Normal vibrational modes for an A3 molecule ofD3h symmetry (according toRef. [191]). 
transition state but can be considered as a local minimum and/or higher type of saddle point 
or as a maximum. In actual fact, a quantum-chemical study has demonstrated[20,21,195] the 
existence of a local minimum with O3h symmetry and thus isomerism of ozone. As is apparent 
from symmetry considerations, the search for a transition state with the latter point group is 
bound to be unsuccessful; the activated complex must exhibit lower symmetry. It should be 
noted that the transition state for reaction (2) has been shown[196] to be a structure with C2,. 
symmetry. However, when passing to a transition state with one or more zero eigenvalues, 
some peculiarities can appear in connection with the contribution of cubic or higher terms to 
the Taylor expansion (1). For example, when both eigenvalues vanish for a two-dimensional 
system, the corresponding hypersurface an be formed[ 197] by three valleys meeting at a point 
(called a"  monkey saddle"). For example, this situation was indicated[ 198] for the isomerization 
in the CsH~- system. However, detailed reanalysis of the results[198] has demonstrated that the 
assumed region of a transition state with symmetry D3h is formed by a maximum with this 
symmetry and three equivalent, usual transition states, each corresponding to one reaction path 
and sufficiently clearly displaced from the central maximum. 
Stanton and Mclver[197,199-201] further developed, formalized and illustrated the Mur- 
rell-Laidler theorem. For formulation of the symmetry rules they used the concept of a transition 
vector, designating the normal vibrational coordinate of the transition state with a negative 
eigenvalue. In terms of a transition vector, their rules are[197] (i) the transition vector cannot 
belong to a degenerate r presentation f the transition-state point group; (ii) the transition vector 
is antisymmetric under every transition-state symmetry operation which converts the reactants 
to the products; and (iii) the transition vector is symmetric with respect to every operation that 
leaves either the reactants or the products unchanged, or changes the reactants into equivalent 
reactants or products into equivalent products. A special consequence of rule (ii) is, for example, 
the fact that a structure that would exhibit a threefold (or higher odd) axis of rotation, converting 
the reactants into the products, cannot act as a transition state. For example, of the three following 
possible activated complexes in the four-centre reaction of H2 + H2, i.e. structures with sym- 
metries D3h, T d and D4h, the first two can immediately be excluded after analysis of the cor- 
responding diagrams (so that the calculation eed not be carried out for these two species[202]). 
Similarly, rule (ii) demonstrates that, in narcissistic reactions[203,204] (i.e. in processes where 
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the reactant or product are interconverted through reflection or S, rotation) the transition vector 
must be antisymmetric with respect to this operation, provided it is a transition-state symmetry 
operation. It should be noted that symmetry rules are useful not only for the selection of structures 
that could act as transition states, but that they can also simplify the numerical side of localization 
of stationary points on the hypersurface (cf. [121,205,206]). For example[ 197], it follows from 
rule (ii) that, if the group of the transition state includes a symmetry operation that converts 
the reactants to products, then the energy of the transition state will be a local minimum in the 
subspace of coordinates belonging to the totally symmetric representation f the group (con- 
version of the search for a transition state into energy minimization). 
Pechukas[207] used a somewhat more specific assumption, i.e. he analyzed a situation in 
which the transition state is linked directly to the reactants and products by paths of steepest 
descent, and obtained stricter ules, i.e. the rules for conservation of nuclear symmetry along 
the path of steepest descent. He demonstrated that the symmetry of the transition state is the 
symmetry of the entire path from the reactants through the transition state to the products, 
namely that the symmetry groups of the reactants and products must contain the symmetry 
group of the transition state linking them. Processes in which the reactant and product are 
physically indistinguishable, when the transition state can exhibit additional symmetries in- 
volving interchange of the reactant and product configurations, are an exception to this rule. 
Notably, it follows from the requirement that the symmetry of the transition state between 
physically distinguishable r actants and products must be included in their own symmetry, that, 
for example[207], (a) linear transition states must yield linear reactants and products, (b) planar 
transition states must yield planar eactants and products, (c) optically inactive transition states 
must yield optically inactive reactants and products, and (d) the point group of symmetry of 
the transition state can be no larger than the largest subgroup common to the point groups of 
both the reactants and products, etc. It should be noted that, even though the above rules for 
the symmetry of the activated complexes were originally formulated in terms of point groups 
of symmetry, conversion i to the terms of the Longuett-Higgins groups has also been given[ 181 ]. 
The Jahn-Teller theorem[184] can also be used for selection among possible transition- 
state structures. The possible use of this theorem in connection with transition states need not 
be trivially apparent (it could appear that the Jahn-Teller distortion occurs along the transition 
vector); nonetheless, it is readily justifiable[208] and follows from the existence of a direction 
in which the energy decrease is linear in terms of the distortion. Use of the Jahn-Teller theorem 
permits (independent of the above arguments) exclusion, for example, of the Td structure from 
possible participation as an activated complex in the four-centre reaction H2 + H2, as this 
symmetry leads to a degenerate electronic onfiguration. Mixing of close but nondegenerate 
electronic states leads to a pseudo-Jahn-Teller ffect[209], in which the change in energy is 
not a linear but a quadratic function of the distortion. Utilization of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller 
effect to predict ransition states is important for structures with low-lying electronic excited 
states[210-215]. 
It should be noted for completeness that the use of symmetry rules assumes a certain 
nontrivial symmetry of the transition state, and is not useful for evaluation of asymmetric 
structures. As was pointed out by McIver[201], there is no a priori reason why activated 
complexes should be symmetric. Consequently, the possibility of an asymmetric structure should 
always be considered. It is especially necessary for a symmetry-forbidden r action to test whether 
the barrier cannot be lowered by considering a path of lower symmetry. This is true of the 
process 
H 2 + CH 2 ) CH 4, (3) 
which the Woodward-Hoffmann rules state to be symmetry-forbidden if the reaction path retains 
C2,. symmetry. However, the barrier can be lowered considerably[216] if, for example, only C, 
symmetry is required, as indicated in Fig. 5. 
Formulation of the Murrell-Laidler theorem was originally inspired[193] by the once- 
important problem of the relationships and usefulness of symmetry numbers and statistical 
factors for the construction of rotational partition functions. The statistical factors can be used 
as an alternative means for exclusion of some activated complex structures[ 193,217]. Recently, 
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Fig. 5. Preferred distorion from C2, to C, symmetry of the reaction path for reaction (3) (according to Ref. 
[19|]). 
a great deal of attention has been devoted[193,217-227] to the question. Even though this 
extensive discussion eventually demonstrated[226,227] that the conventional symmetry numbers 
are consistent with the formulation of the theory of absolute reaction rates (and thus that the 
symmetry numbers, and not the statistical factors, are the correct objects for the calculation of 
the one-way rate passage through a transition state), analysis of this classical concept of rate 
processes was very fruitful. At the beginning of this debate, two reasons were given for not 
using symmetry numbers. It appeared[218,220] that they can lead to erroneous rate expressions 
for symmetric reactions and also that complications can occur when optically active species are 
present. It has been suggested that these difficulties can be overcome by replacing symmetry 
numbers by statistical factors[218-222]. For example, Schlag[218] recommended replacing 
ratios of conventional symmetry numbers by reaction-path degeneracy factors derived from the 
group-theory approach. This technique was then simplified by replacing this latter procedure 
by the direct-count method[219]. A variation of this method involves the distinguishing of 
statistical factors for the forward and backward reactions[220]; other modifications have been 
suggested[221,222]. Special attention has been paid to the use of statistical factors for optically 
isomeric pathways and optically isomeric activated complexes[223,224]. A further stage in the 
development of the problem is concerned with the discovery[ 193,217,225] that statistical factors 
need not always be an appropriate tool, as it has been found that the resultant ratio of forward 
and backward rate constants leads to erroneous equilibrium constant values. This apparent 
contradiction was finally removed[226,227] by demonstrating that the symmetry number method 
used in a certain, unambiguous, "proper" way leads to adequate xpressions for the rate 
formulae. 
Particular care is necessary inconsiderations of processes involving optically active species 
and for symmetric reactions, i.e. reactions where the reactants and products would be indistin- 
guishable if atomic labelling was not used. A prototype bimolecular symmetric reaction is the 
process H + H2 --, H2 + H; simultaneous consideration of the corresponding isotopically la- 
belled process with formal utilization of symmetry numbers or leads to the following scheme: 
H+D2 ~H-  D -D  ~HD +D,  
or = 2 o" = 1 or = 1 (4) 
H + H2 ~ H - H - H ~ H2 + H, 
or = 2 or = 2 or = 2 (5) 
indicating that (neglecting differences in the partition functions resulting from mass differences) 
reaction (4) is clearly favoured over reaction (5) by a factor of 2, although it would be expected 
that the rates should be identical under these conditions. This error results from routine appli- 
cation of the theory of absolute reaction rates for reaction (5). This theory determines the rate 
of passage through the transition state in one direction; however, for reaction (5), passage in 
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either direction leads to the (required) product. It thus follows from the identical nature of the 
reactants and products in reaction (5) that wice the rate constant for passage through the transition 
state in a single direction must be used for rate considerations (e.g., in determination f the 
lifetime of an H2 molecule against H atom exchange). This rule then leads to the elimination 
of the reported paradox in reactions (4) and (5). The whole problem was based on the proper 
understanding of the quantities produced by the theory of absolute reaction rates. 
4. ENUMERATION OF ISOMERIC STRUCTURES 
If the structural information on a given chemical system is reduced to the form of a graph, 
then the tools of graph theory developed for enumeration f nonisomorphic graphs[228] can be 
equally well employed for the determination f the number of possible isomers. Because of 
symmetry elements frequently present in chemical species, the isomer enumerations cannot, 
however, be reduced to pure combinatorics. The modern era in graphical enumeration dates[229] 
from 1935 when P61ya published his now classic theorem. (Results obtained before the ap- 
pearance of P61ya's theorem are reviewed in Refs. [5,25,29,229].) In the solution of the general 
enumeration problem, P61ya fruitfully combined the classical method of generating functions 
with basic results from the theory of permutation groups. The method of generating functions 
consists of replacing the sequence ao, a~, a2 . . . .  (determining the numbers of figures of certain 
types) by the function 
S(x) = ao + alx + a2 X2 + " ' ' .  (6) 
In fact, Cayley[230] has already used the method of generating functions in connection with 
enumerations. The usefulness of the mathematical theory of permutation groups for the con- 
sideration of the symmetry of enumeration problems was already pointed out in the works by 
Redfield[231] and Lunn and Senior[232]. 
Consider p points and the permutation group H of order h permuting these points. Let 
permutation et~ H exhibit jr(et) cycles[233] of order r (r = 1 . . . . .  p). The cyclic structure 
of group H can be described in terms of its cycle index Z(H), defined as a polynomial in 
variables ~, s2 . . . . .  Sp: 
1 
z (H)  -- E si"°'s  2'°' . . .  (7) 
a~H 
or alternatively 
1 
Z(H)  : E HJ,. 2 ..... j, . . . s';, (8) 
where Hi, j:..', jp designates the number of permutations of type [j~, j :  . . . . .  jp] (i.e. the number 
of permutations with identical sequence jj, J2 . . . . .  jp) and summation i  (8) ranges over all 
possible choices of the types [j~, j2 . . . . .  jp]. Using the cycle index of the permutation group 
of the problem, P61ya[234] demonstrated how the enumeration f all combinatorically possible 
configurations can be reduced to enumeration of their equivalence classes. Consider different 
figures containing different sorts of objects (say, three) with the generating function of figures 
f (x ,  y, z) = f i ,  and the derived functionsfr = f (x  ~, yr, zr). Then according to P61ya's theorem 
the generating function for enumeration f nonequivalent configurations, F(x, y, z), is obtained 
by replacing variables t in the cycle index of the permutation group of the problem by the 
corresponding functions derived from the generating function of figures fi: 
1 
F(x,  y, z) = -~ ~ H . ¢J. eJ . . . .  f~,  (9) J~,J2 . . . . .  Jp J l  .12 
where the summation ranges over the types [Jl, J2 . . . . .  fi]. 
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The enumeration theorem is considered to be a milestone, not only in graph theory but in 
mathematics a a whole[235]. For completeness, however, a few comments should be made. 
Mention was made previously of Redfield's work[231] which was long neglected and which 
contains many of the ideas later rediscovered independently b  P61ya. Redfield's paper was 
recently analyzed[236] and it was shown that it includes, replaces and simplifies many of the 
results for molecular combinatorics of recent years. It is interesting to note that this work was 
the only one Redfield ever published (cf. [235]). Another recent and interesting reanal- 
ysis[237,238] ofearly original results related to chemical enumeration is concerned with Krrner's 
proof of the homotopy of the hydrogens inbenzene, published in 1869, pointing out the potential 
usefulness of analogous arguments in the discussion of the structure of fluxional molecules. 
P61ya himself treated the problem of enumeration of chemical isomers in his later 
works[239,240]. Figure 6 serves two illustrative xamples. Before the derivation of Prlya's 
theorem, there was a great deal of scepticism about the possibility of a general solution, or 
even of obtaining an analytical formula, for an arbitrary enumeration problem. This led to the 
study of the possibility of the solution of a given enumeration problem iteratively, using recursion 
formulae, the first contribution of that type being carried out by Henze and Blair[241,242]. 
Table 1 presents results of enumeration i  selected acyclic series. 
4.1 Enumeration for nonrigid molecules 
Suitable selection of the elements of the permutation group appearing in the enumeration 
theorem can lead to a description of some types of stereoisomerism (see, for example, [243,246]) 
and even molecular nonrigidity[238,246-251] andthus one can approach more closely the actual 
physical conditions existing within the given system. When considering enantiomers a different 
isomers, the corresponding permutations must be eliminated in the enumeration and a lower- 
order permutation group must be used. In the same way, cis and trans isomers can be included 
in the enumeration, permitting only permutations that change the positions of all the participating 
substituents simultaneously. This method was used[243-246] for expanding the enumeration 
of structural isomers to include some types of stereoisomerism. Prlya already had consid- 
x ~ + x3y + 2x2y  2 + xy 3 + y~ 
X X X X X Y X Y Y Y 
0 0 0 0 0 
X X X Y X Y Y Y Y Y 
X Y 
0 
g × 
1 ÷ x + 3x 2 ÷ 3x 3 + 3x 4 + x s + x 6 
• • • ~ • 
0 O" O" O: O: .0: :0: 
• • • 
• • • 
O. 0".0" 
'* • 
• • G 
0.0. .0:  
o 
Fig. 6. Representation f the solution of an enumeration problem by a generating function for cyclobutadiene 
fully substituted by two kinds of univalent substitutents (X, Y), and for benzene successively substituted by one 
kind of univalent group (*). 
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ered[240] three types of permutation groups: a group of spatial formulae leading to the number 
of stereoisomers, anextended group of spatial formulae leading to the number of stereoisomers 
minus the number of pairs of optical isomers, and, finally, a group of structural formulae 
generating the number of structural isomers. For example, for cyclopropane the order of the 
group of spatial formulae is 6, of the extended group of spatial formulae it is 12, and of the 
group of structural formulae it is 48. (Table 1 lists[239,241-243] numerical illustrations of 
enumeration f stereoisomers in acyclic series and comparison with the values from enumeration 
distinguishing only structural isomers.) 
It was already mentioned that, for nonrigid molecules, the point group of symmetry cor- 
responding to an idealized rigid structure does not permit[158] the correct description of the 
symmetry of the problem. For this purpose it must be extended by the inclusion of symmetry 
elements realized by intramolecular motions. Thus, in employing P61ya's theorem for enu- 
meration of the isomers of nonrigid molecules, it is necessary to utilize[246] a permutation 
group including both the operations ofthe corresponding point group as well as every permutation 
feasible through the internal degrees of freedom. A permutation is considered feasible in the 
sense introduced by Longuet-Higgins[158] as a permutation realizable without ransition over 
an insurmountable arrier (under the given conditions). P61ya's theorem has been extended[246] 
for enumeration of nonrigid compounds on the basis of a generalized wreath-product 
method[252,253]. The generalized wreath-product group represents an extension of the Longuet- 
Higgins results[158] for symmetry group of nonrigid systems. This concept has been ap- 
plied[249], for example, to reactions generated by twofold and threefold internal rotations. 
While the use of conventional point groups of symmetry leads, for example, to a total of 18 
isomers for C2H2Br2CI~, the wreath-product method yields only 6 isomers. These types of 
considerations are important for the rationalization and prediction[246,249] of the number of 
signals in NMR spectra t low and high temperatures. 
A further interesting example of enumeration for a nonrigid skeleton is provided by the 
results obtained[247,248] for cyclohexane. The most stable structure of cyclohexane belongs 
to the D3d point group of symmetry. The use of the permutation group corresponding to this 
point group in the enumeration theorem leads to a number of isomers that is contrary[247,248] 
to experimental results. Simultaneously, it has been found empirically that the use of Haworth's 
(planar) projection formulae leads[247,248] tocorrect results, although they ignore the reality 
of the cyclohexane conformation. In the use of planar formulae, enumeration is carried out in 
terms of the D6h point group of symmetry. Leonard et a1.[247] provided a rationalization of
these facts. The D3d point group does not include operations corresponding to the nonrigidity 
of the cyclohexane molecular skeleton. It has been demonstrated[247] that the symmetry of 
cyclohexane can be adequately represented by the introduction of a new symmetry element 
(termed R6) , which combines a sixfold rotation with a flip motion of the ring interconnecting 
one chair form with another. The effect of the R 6 operation is to permute all the positions on 
the same side of the ring. Group D3d is replaced by group O3dR6 for construction of the 
permutation group; this group is obtained by expanding roup D3d by operation R 6. Group D3dR 6 
leads to the same cycle index as group D6h, and thus also to the same enumeration results. In 
fact, this is a result of the circumstance that the D6h and D3dR 6 groups[254] are isomorphic. 
This example indicates[247,248,254] that the utilization of the symmetry groups of nonrigid 
molecules[158,246] should make a significant contribution towards making the results of the 
enumeration theorem closer to physical reality. 
5. TOPOLOGICAL REDUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
POTENTIAL HYPERSURFACES 
The contemporary literature contains arelatively large number of enumeration results based 
on P61ya's theorem and/or on the iterative approach (e.g. enumeration i acylic series[243], 
cyclic compounds[255], or other classes of organic and inorganic substances[5,256-261] as 
well as enumeration f rearrangement pathways[262-268] or the exhaustive generation of iso- 
mers[269-273], especially in connection with the search for structure(s) consistent with ex- 
perimental information). From the point of view of the theory of chemical reactivity based on 
stationary points of potential energy hypersurface there is a key question to determine the 
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relationship between the numbers and types of stationary points and the results of isomer 
enumeration. The correspondence is, of course, not unambiguous. Every structure included in 
the enumeration need not necessarily correspond to a stationary point on the hypersurface. A 
single configuration i the enumeration may be represented by more than one single point on 
the hypersurface. In principle, however, the results of enumeration yield a guess for the de- 
termination of the order of the number of stationary points on the given hypersurface. An 
alternative approach to the problem has recently been supplied by topological reduction and 
characterization of hypersurfaces. The topological pproach can be understood asa generalization 
or abstraction of the geometrical model, where the topology of the hypersurface suppresses 
particular geometric haracteristics retaining certain general (and chemically important) prop- 
erties. 
A basis for a topological representation f the potential-energy hypersurfaces was formed 
by the works of Krivoshey et a/.[274-277]. Using a suitably introduced topology, a one- 
dimensional object can be assigned to every hypersurface in such a manner that the differential- 
geometrical properties of the corresponding hypersurface are ignored, but its topological prop- 
erties (number and mutual arrangement of stationary points) are preserved. A mathematical 
background for this procedure is provided by the results of Kronrod[278]. 
An equipotential level of the hypersurface consists of one or more components. Each 
separate contour of an equipotential level is ascribed a point in the one-dimensional represen- 
tation, and the points are ordered according to the energy values. It can be demon- 
strated[274,276,278] that, regardless of the dimension of the hypersurface, the topological space 
always leads to a tree-type graph. This tree-type graph is a geometric picture of the mapping 
of the given hypersurface in terms of the constant function-value contours. 
The tree representing the topological characteristics of the potential-energy h persurface 
is a union of points and the edges connecting them. Two types of points will be considered: 
end points and branch points at which graph branching occurs (the branch point coincides with 
at least three edges). While the end points correspond[276] to local energy minima or maxima, 
branch points correspond to saddle points. It is apparent that every path on the given potential- 
energy hypersurface an be interpreted as a path on its tree[276,279]. 
Figure 7(a) depicts chematically the classical LEP potential-energy hypersurface[280] for
the linear H 3 molecule. On the surface, domains 1 and 2 are designated, corresponding to the 
reactants and products, respectively, and activated complex 3. Domain 4 corresponds to a 
shallow minimum close to the saddle point, which is an artefact of the LEP method. Domain 
5 represents a local energy maximum. Figure 7(b) depicts the corresponding tree: minima 1, 2 
and 4 and maximum 5 are its end points and saddle point 3 is the branch point. 
Another topological approach to potential hypersurfaces was recently proposed by 
Mezey[281,282], who suggested two different schemes for the partitioning of nuclear config- 
uration space R with dimension into mutually exclusive subsets. The first scheme mploys 
the curvature properties of the given hypersurface and leads to subsets (coordinate domains) 
(Ca) 
Fig. 7. Tree representation (b)of the potential energy surface [280] of the linear H3 molecule (a). 
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D~ characterized by the number p. of negative igenvalues of the Hessian matrix constructed 
in a subspace with dimension - 1. All the local minima and transition states belong to 
domains of the D~ type. Provided that the excluded omain Dex~ is also considered (i.e. the 
domain where the distance of at least two nuclei attains zero value and/or where there are no 
continuous second erivatives of the energy) the following complete partitioning of space R is 
obtained: 
R = U D~, U Dex~. (10) 
/a,,i 
The second partitioning of R is based on the number and types of stationary points on the 
hypersurface and employs one of their most important properties. The extremity of every steepest 
descent path P, on the hypersurface is either a stationary point r~ t~ or a point in the excluded 
domain D~xd. Consequently, points r E R can be classified according to the stationary point 
towards which the steepest descent path starting from these points is directed. Thus, the concept 
of the catchment region C ~,~t) of stationary point r, ~° is introduced. A complete partitioning of 
space R is then given as 
R = U C ",~1~ U C ~,~ U D~d, (11) 
I 
where C ~0,c, designates the catchment region of Doxd, and D,xd represents he closure of the 
excluded omain Dex~. 
Both partitionings (10) and (11) of space R consist of mutually exclusive subsets and both 
permit chemically significant topologization of R in a natural manner. Both of the resulting 
topological spaces are now used for the topological analysis of selected chemical properties and 
concepts[283-288]; for example, molecular structure and reaction mechanisms have been in- 
terpreted[287,288] as open sets in a topological space. Such an interpretation f the molecular 
structure is close to the concept of the structure derived from the topological properties of the 
molecular charge density[30,289-292], as can be demonstrated[290] by the conjectured ho- 
meomorphism between the charge density and the potential energy. 
Finally, bounds for the number of stationary points on energy hypersurfaces should be 
mentioned in this section. A theory of critical points of functions of many variables has been 
developed on the basis of differential and algebraic topology leading to Morse inequalities for 
the lower bounds for the number of critical points[293,294]. These inequalities were adapted 
by Mezey[295,296] for the study of potential-energy h persurfaces. 
6. THE GRAPH-LIKE STATE OF MOLECULES 
Reduction of a real molecular system to a chemical graph or a stereograph essentially lies 
at the basis of any chemical enumeration. During the transfer to chemical graphs, only infor- 
mation on the existence of chemical bonds is retained; all information relevant to the geometrical 
arrangement is omitted. If it is assumed that all the bonds are flexible (which is manifested in
the permutation group of the graph), the "graph-like" concept of the state of molecules is 
obtained (Fig. 8); this concept was developed systematically b Gordon et al. (see, e.g. [60,297- 
303]). This completely flexible state is hypothetical (it requires more flexibility than the real 
state of a molecule possesses); nonetheless, a number of molecules have a similar nonrigidity. 
The best-known example is the HCNO, or ammonia molecule because of its inversion motion. 
Although this degree of abstraction of real molecules may appear unsuitable for chemical 
purposes, the simplicity of the graph-like state permits rigorous olution of some basic problems, 
especially in statistical mechanics[304,305]. A number of properties, including the entropy 
estimates, kinetic aspects or phase transitions, especially for polymers, can be treated in these 
terms, often representing a reduction of the problem to one of an enumerative nature. 
The graph-like state of molecules i  connected[306] with the topological entropy St linked 
by a simple relationship with order IGI of the symmetry group of its graph (R is the gas constant): 
S, = -g  lnlGI. (12) 
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Useful rules have been derived for the calculation of order IGI when the graph is of the tree 
type[306]. During the transition from the graph-like state of a molecule to its real state (Fig. 
8), the integral degeneracy factor g of all the energy states of the real molecule appears, which 
leads to a contribution of S m tO the metric entropy with magnitude 
Sm = R In g. (13) 
The sum of the topological and metric entropy defines the combinatorial entropy So: 
Sc = St + Sin. (14) 
For suitably selected processes, this combinatorial entropy can make a decisive contribution 
towards the value of the overall entropy. Calculation of the combinatorial entropy does not 
require more information than the molecular graph and the manner of its correspondence to the 
real state, i.e. whether, and how many, bonds of the real state of the molecule permit free 
rotation. Table 2 gives an example of the calculation of the combinatorial entropy for n-octane 
and 2,2,3,3-tetramethylbutane. It follows from the data in Table 2 that the contribution of the 
combinatorial entropy to the entropy term of the isomerization of octanes equals the value 
ASc = 6R In 3 = 54.8 J/mol K, (15) 
which represents[306] a total of 74% of the standard overall entropy change found experimentally 
at a temperature of 298 K. The concept of the combinatorial entropy was also utilized by 
Gordon[304] in discussion of the third law of thermodynamics. 
The graph-like state of molecules or matter might play a role in the description of polymers 
similar to the ideal gas state in thermodynamics and physics of gases and liquids[2971. The 
concept of the graph-like state of matter was used, for example, in the study of substitution 
effects and polymer distributions[297], the kinetics of linear polymerization reactions[299], and 
Rayleigh scattering[300]. An interesting relationship was found in the study of glass transitions 
of polymers[302]. The authors of the work[302] demonstrated that a limiting case in the statistical 
theory of these transitions is a famous problem in graph theory. They managed to find a 
connection between the number of configurations of the system and the number of Hamiltonian 
walks on a lattice graph. A closed Hamiltonian walk on the given graph is understood to be a 
cycle passing through each vertex of the graph just once. Here, somewhat less stringent con- 
ditions are placed on Hamiltonian walks--their initial and final points need not be identical. 
In the theory of glass transitions of polymers, the value of the limit 
lim (HN) j/N =nH (16) 
N~ 
'"s 
Hi 
Fig. 8. Conversion ofgraph-like (absolutely f exible) ethane into its three-dimensional re l (rigid) state tac- 
cording to Ref. [306]). 
C .~/k,.1. 2: 314B--G 
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Table 2. An example of the combinatorial entropy Sc with two isomeric octanes a 
Combinatorial 
characteristic n-octane 2,2,3,3 -tetramethylbutane 
g 2 8 2 8 
IGI 2932 2938 
Scb -Rln (2 X 3 2) -Rln (2 × 38) 
'According to Ref. [306]. 
bR = 8.31434 J/IGmol. 
is important, where HN is the number of Hamiltonian walks on a lattice graph with N vertices. 
Graph theory has been employed to obtain characteristic 06)  for a number of various lat- 
tices[302]. The topological approach to statistical thermodynamic theory, especially for nonlinear 
polymers (including biopolymers[307,308]) is promising for solution of a number of further 
problems in this field[303,307-309]. 
7. INTERPLAY OF ISOMERS OF DIFFERENT SYMMETRIES 
Systematic investigation of a potential-energy hypersurface (regardless of the degree of 
sophistication of quantum-mechanical culations) often reveals several different local energy 
minima all represented by one species in an experiment and/or several different saddle points 
corresponding to activated complexes in a single rate process, these points frequently possessing 
different symmetries. Potential-energy criteria can sometimes prove that only one structure to 
play an important role. However, it may also happen that two or more isomeric structures of 
comparable stability coexist and are indistinguishable under experimental conditions. Then any 
structure-dependent observable can be considered as an average value resulting from contri- 
butions of all the isomers in question[76,81,310]. 
Carbon atom aggregates, which are present[311] at high temperatures in the gas phase 
above graphite, have recently been studied[312] by means of the MINDO/2 method. Compre- 
hensive search for stationary points on potential-energy h persurfaces of the Cn (4 ~ n -< 7) 
was carried out[312]. Four or more stationary points were found[312] on each hypersurface, at 
least two of them being minima (Fig. 9). For example, three isomers (O2h, DE, Td) were found 
<2> 
D2h ;M D2;M Td;M 
D2h; S D4h;S ~ D2d; S 
D3h;M~ c~ 
C2v;M D6h;S D3h; S 
Dsh ;M O7h;S D4h;S 
Fig. 9. Schemes of stationary points found[312] on the MINDO/2 potential energy hypersufface of Cn (n = 4- 
7); M - minimum, S - saddle point. 
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Table 3. Standard MINDO/2 enthalpy AH~- and entropy AS~. terms for partial (Du, D2, and Td) and overall C, 
aggregate formations ata temperature of T = 2400 K' 
Process M-/~- (kJ/mol) ~ (J/mol/K) log Kp b 
4C(s) ~- C,(g; DzO 904.1 210.2 - 8.700 
4C(s) ~ C4(g; D2) 952.2 213.6 -9.568 
4C(s) ~ C,(g; T~) 1301.5 205.5 - 17.593 
4C(s) ~--- C,(g) c 909.9 213.6 - 8.645 
"According to Ref. [312]. 
bKp in atm; 1 atm = 101 325 Pa. Standard state--ideal gas at 101 325 Pa. 
cOverall process and its (total) characteristics. 
in the case of the Ca aggregate. Accordingly, three partial equilibria [(17)-(19)] take place in 
the gas phase above graphite: 
4C(s) . " C4(g; D2h), (17) 
4C(s) .  " C,(g; D2), (18) 
4C(s) .  " C4(g; Td). (19) 
However, the experimental (mass-spectrometrical) v ues[311 ] of reaction characteristics do not 
correspond to any of the individual processes (17)-(19) but to the overall equilibrium (20): 
4C(s) .  " C4(g). (20) 
It is clearly evident hat it is necessary for comparison with the experimental data to sum up 
weighted contributions of the isomers. 
The weighting treatment in the case of C4 formation is illustrated in Table 3. It is evident 
that mere approximation of the characteristics of the overall process [Eq. (20)] using those of 
the most stable structure (D2h) may be quite misleading. This is especially true with the entropy 
term: the total entropy term concides circumstantially with that of D2 isomer formation. 
Another example of reaction component isomerism in the field of usual chemical equilibria 
is difluoroamino radical dimerization studied[313] using the CNDO/2 method and exhibiting 
isomerism of the dimer (gauche- and trans-N:F4; see Fig. 10). The effects of weighting treatment 
are demonstrated in Fig. 11. While the total AH ° term is predominantly connected with the 
formation of gauche-NzF4, in case of the A~r term the effect of the isomerism is more marked--  
the difference between the summary and any partial terms being significant in the whole presented 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 10. CNDO/2 structures[313] of trans- (a) and gauche-N2F4 (b) (bond lengths in 10 -~° m, experimental 
values in parentheses). 
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-180- 
-94- 
I I 
300 soo 300 sGo 
T(K) T(K) 
i -  D 
(o) (b) 
Fig. 11. Temperature dependences of CNDO/2 standard enthalpy AH~- (a) and entropy AS~ (b) terms[131] for 
the partial (to trans- or gauche-N2F4) and overall (total) dimerizations of NF2. 
temperature range. A third example of this type can be found in the recent study of the ethanal- 
ethenol system[314]. 
The phenomenon of reaction-component isomerism should not be considered only with 
equilibrium processes. The original concept of the activated-complex theory simply presumes 
that the transformation of reactants into products goes through a single activated complex. 
However, recent systematic investigations (e.g. [315-319]) of stationary points by various 
quantum-chemical methods have indicated the possibility of the existence of more than one 
stationary point meeting the requirements et to an activated complex of the given rate process 
(i.e. parallel transition states [319]). A common example is cis-trans interconversion around 
- -N=N- -  bond[315-318] which is realized by two mechanisms, viz. the inversion and the 
rotation mechanisms, both being connected with a comparable activation energy. Figure 12 
N ~- -  N~ 
~'a ~ N ,2 79.2° " /  ~,7, 
F~ F~ 
/ CIiT IN/g 
F F F 
C2v i M C2h i M 
NI__~__ N~6F2 / 
C=;T 
Fig. 12. Structure of four stationary pints found[317] on the CNDO/2 potential energy hype~ufface of N2F2', 
M - minimum, T-  transition state, bond lengths in lO -~° m; experimental values in parentheses. 
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illustrates this fact, giving the schemes of stationary points on an energy hypersurface of N2F2 
which are important in the rate process: 
cis-N2F2 (g) > trans-N2F2 (g). (21) 
On the one hand, it is clear that an experiment will generally give only the overall rate char- 
acterization i volving the contributions of all partial paths from reactants to products through 
individual activated complexes. Differentiation to separate partial-activation processes hardly 
seems possible in any experiment. However, on the other hand, a theoretical description of 
such rate processes in terms of activated complex theory primarily ields the partial-activation 
parameters corresponding to transitions through individual activated complexes, i.e. C~ and C, 
transition states realizing[317,320] rate process (21) (Fig. 13). Thus, with confrontation of 
theoretical nd experimental data the problem arises of what is the contribution of each partial 
path through the particular activated complex to the total effective values of rate characteristics 
obtained in the experiment. The equilibrium hypothesis (on which the activated complex theory 
is based) enables a straightforward application of the results of the general equilibrium isomeric 
problem yielding the required weighting scheme[321]. 
Properties of the weighting treatment were thoroughly studied[320] in the case of kinetics 
of isomerization[(21), Fig. 13]. For both AH¢ and ASp terms there are temperature anges 
where the total value differs markedly from any of the corresponding partial ones. The results 
indicate that the summary AS7 term can generally be expected to be (in accordance with its 
physical interpretation) more influenced by the phenomenon of activated-complex isomerism 
than the summary AH~' term. This can be seen in a more rigorous form from the inequalities[322] 
describing the limit behaviour of the summary characteristics: while the total AHr ~ term can 
never get out of the interval defined by the lowest and the highest partial-enthalpic term, the 
total ASp term can exceed the highest partial entropic term even by the value of R In n ~" (where 
n ~ denotes the number of different activated complexes inplay). This weighting was also carried 
out[321] for the chair (D3d) to boat (D2) isomerization of cyclohexane (C,- and C2-activated 
complexes). 
One field of quantum-chemical research is of special interest in connection with the pre- 
sented conception of the reaction-component isomerism--the field of weak intermolecular in- 
teractions. Ample isomerism of multimolecular clusters is met with very often. Comparable 
stability of single isomers may frequently be supposed. Temperature d pendences of the weight 
factors of individual multimolecular clusters may be quite varied[322] due to interchanges in 
the stability order. Clearly enough, the present experiment can generally ield only the total 
3207..  
E E 
3ool 
-5 
280_ ~.  = Total ~ Total 
-15- 
I I l I 
1000 2000 3000 1000 2000 ,000 
T(K) T(K) 
(a )  " (b) " 
Fig. 13. Temperature dependences of CNDO/21317] activation enthalpy AH7 (a) and entropy AS; (b) of the 
cis-trans i omerization of N2F~ for C, and C, activated complexes and for the overall activation process (total). 
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Fig. 14. Minimum-energy water tetramers: (a) pyramid, (b) $4 cyclic, (c) asymmetric cyclic (according to Ref. 
[323]). 
effective values of characteristics of the multimolecular clusters and the easy establishing of 
full interisomeric thermodynamic equilibrium is to be expected. Thus, the carrying out of 
theoretical studies of multimolecular clusters up to the level of multiconfiguration thermodynamic 
functions is quite urgent. The thorough study by Owicki et a/.[323] supplied information, for 
example, on the isomerism of (H20)4 (Fig. 14). The interplay[322] of partial characteristics of 
three (known[323]) tetramers is demonstrated in Table 4. Both the overall enthalpy and entropy 
terms differ markedly from those of the energetically most stable isomer (pyramid[323]). Similar 
results were also recently obtained for other mixtures of isomeric multimolecular clusters[324- 
333]. 
Table 4. Standard enthalpy AH~ and entropy AS~- terms for the partiaP and overall b water tetramerization at 
T = 400K 
Process AH~ (ld/mol) c AS~ (J/K/moly 
4H20(g) ~ (H20)4(g; p)d -- 77.36 -- 335.1 
4H20(g) ~-~ (H20)4(g; $4) d - 73.01 - 330.1 
4H20(g) ~.~ (HzO)4(g; A) d -59 .79  -308 .4  
4H20(g) ~ (H20)4(g) ~ - 74.69 - 324.4 
aAecording to Ref. [323]. 
bAccording to Ref. [322]. 
'Standard state--ideal gas at 101 325 Pa. 
alP--pyramid. $4--$4 cyclic. A- -asymmetr ic  yclic tetramer; see Fig. 14. 
'Overall process and its (total) characteristics. 
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Table 5. Temperature dependences' of weights wp, Ws~, and wa of pyramid (P), St cyclic ($4), and asymmetric 
cyclic (A) water tetramers 
T (K) wp Ws4 wA 
100 0.997 0.003 i x 10 -8 
400 0.624 0.297 0.078 
700 0.334 0.267 0.399 
~According to Refs [322, 323]. 
For multimolecular clusters, as well as for all other isomeric mixtures, it is instructive to 
consider explicitly their weight factors. The weight wi of individual isomers can be ex- 
pressed[76,81,310] in the molecular terms as follows: 
qi exp [-(e~ I - eo)/kT] 
wi = ,, , (22) 
qj exp [-(e~ ) - eo)/kT] 
j=l 
where q~ is the partition function of the kth isomer in the set of m cluster isomers: 
qk = ~. exp ~ , (23) 
! 
where the sum is taken over all the eigenstates of the kth isomer, and the e} k~ denote their 
energies; e~0 k~ is the ground-state energy (the lowest value of the e~ ) set is designated e0). 
Table 5 presents the temperature d pendences of the weights of the water tetramers (Fig. 
14). Whereas at the beginning of this temperature ange the weight of the asymmetric cyclic 
tetramer is least important, at the end of the range it becomes the highest of all the three weight 
values[322,323]. 
The relative stability interchange is apparently an important event for an isomeric set. 
Quite recently, theoretical study has supplied us[329,330] with a very pronounced example of 
this kind, viz. the (CO2)2 system. The ab initio calculations ofBrigot et a1.[328] proved existence 
of two local minima (called parallel (P) and T form--see Fig. 15) on the potential-energy 
hypersurface of (CO2)2 and enabled construction[329,330] of wi (Fig. 16). Whereas in the region 
of the lowest temperatures studied the structure P is entirely dominant, a relatively mild tem- 
perature increase causes, at first, distinct mutual approaching of the relative stabilities up to 
the temperature of about 230 K, when the equilibrium mixture is equimolar, the T structure 
being the more stable component above this temperature, although increase in its weight is 
slower here than below the temperature of inversion of the relative stabilities. It is particularly 
important that at the normal sublimation point of CO2 the two isomeric forms will coexist at 
comparable concentrations (59% P and 41% T form). In the light of the finding, any possible 
future experiment in gas phase near the normal sublimation point of CO2 should be organized 
with respect o the possibility of simultaneous presence of the both isomers. 
Similarly to the gas-phase clusters, interplay of several isomeric lusters of different sym- 
metries modelling as-solid interactions has been studied recently[331-333]. 
o o i 
. . . . .  c / 
o / o / ° c . . . .  . . . . .  
P~C2h T~C2v 
Fig. 15. Structures[328] of the parallel (P) and T isomers of (CO2)2 (distances in l0 -~° m). 
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0.25- 
100 300 500 
T,K_ 
Fig. 16. Temperature dependences[329] of the weight factors w~ of the parallel (P) and T isomers of (CO2)2 
(the arrow indicates the normal sublimation point of CO2). 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
The recent development of symmetry considerations convincingly demonstrates that the 
use of symmetry properties has become a useful complement to other methods for studying 
potential-energy h persurfaces. This is especially true of the representation f the hypersurfaces 
in terms of stationary points, which is, at present, the most frequently used method for quantum- 
chemical description of chemical systems. Algebraic chemistry is gradually improving the 
procedures for determining the numbers of stationary points on hypersurfaces, their classifica- 
tion and mapping of relationships between them. The individual algebraic techniques differ 
in their effectivenesses for individual types of systems and problems (e.g. while graph theory 
is more universally applicable, group theory leads to useful results primarily in situations with 
sufficiently high symmetry). In the latter case symmetry considerations can remarkably simplify 
computational procedures and offer a direct insight into a logical structure of chemical problems, 
as exemplified by symmetry rules for transition states. However, no simple relationships can 
so far be given for the interplay of isomers of different symmetries in equilibrium mixtures. 
Combined algebraic and computational pproaches also shed new light on the problem of the 
observation distinguishability or nondistinguishability of isomeric structures as a key question 
in modern theoretical and experimental studies in isomeric chemistry. 
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